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CHECKING REED RECORDS TEXT 

 

 The full paleographical check actually entails verifying a great deal more than just the 

correctness of the transcribed text. It falls into three main parts: checking the document codes 

and the code/header list, checking the text itself, and checking dates. A different checker may do 

each stage of the process or the same one may do all three. 

 

Section One: Checking placename and document codes and the code/header list 

 

 Each document begins with the relevant place and year and an editorial heading, together 

with the repository name and shelfmark (or equivalent, for documents from non-manuscript 

sources). In the computer text, which is normally what is available for checking, this heading is 

encoded in the following form:  

 

@h\placename abbreviation!year!document abbreviation\!  

 

For example, an excerpt from a Star Chamber Minute Book now in the muniments at Alnwick 

Castle for Wells in 1608-9 was coded @h\WEL!1608--9!SCMB\! in the Somerset collection. If 

the document is to be sorted in a Diocese, Monasteries, or Household section, the abbreviation 

for the appropriate locality (eg, Diocese of Bath and Wells, Whalley Abbey, Stanley of Knowsley 

Park) will be treated as a placename abbreviation. 

 Each editor is asked to provide, as part of the submission of his or her text, two lists of 

abbreviations. One of these lists matches the placename abbreviations with the placenames for 

which they stand. The other matches the document abbreviations with the editorial headings, 
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repository name, and shelfmark for which they stand. These are used by the editor to construct 

the headings for each document and by the paleographers and others to decipher those headings 

when they read or check the documents. Before checking any actual transcriptions, the 

paleographer for the collection should go over those lists and compare them with the document 

descriptions. 

 Check that the placename list is in alphabetical order by abbreviation (rather than by 

placename) and that all the placename abbreviations are in the correct form (that they are all of 

the same length, consist of no more that 3 characters, and are all capital letters). Check the list of 

document codes for alphabetical order and form as well. They should be all of the same length 

and no more than 4 characters in length. There are a number of possible formats for document 

codes. Ideally they should be composed of 4 upper-case letters or 3 upper-case letters plus a 

numeral as the fourth character. That would allow for a series of up to 36 related items to have 

related codes. Unfortunately it is no longer possible to differentiate another series of codes using 

lower-case letters; SBAA and SBAa would be read as the same code now. For a very long series, 

a system in which the first 2 characters only are upper-case letters and the remaining two are 

numerals could be used to provide up to 100 unique but related codes, for example, TR00-TR99 

could be used to code a series of Treasurers' Rolls.  

 When you are checking the alphabetical order of document codes composed of a mixture 

of letters and numerals, keep in mind that the computer software we use for sorting will expect 

numerals before letters. So a code "PWCA" should follow "PWC9". Be sure that the spelling of 

the placenames is in accordance with our guidelines, ie, that places listed in Ekwall are spelled in 

his headword form. If there are places on the list that are not listed in Ekwall, use the spelling in 

Bartholomew's Gazetteer or, for places also not there, the spelling of the Ordnance Survey. Be 

sure that the headings for which the document codes stand match those in the draft document 

descriptions and conform to REED practice, for example, that the shelfmarks correspond, that the 

document code list uses our standard acronyms for record repositories, and that the copy-editing 

guidelines have been followed.  

 By and large, we do not create document codes in the office, unless new material is added 
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at a late stage, the entire data entry of a collection is done in-house, or there is some technical 

problem with the codes the editor provided. A major technical problem would occur if, for 

example, some of the document codes provided for a given collection were 4 characters long and 

others were 5 or if all the document codes were longer than 4 characters; then new codes have to 

be devised. Codes which are mnemonic are preferable to those that are not, but different people 

will have a different sense of what is easy to remember. The point of the codes is to allow the 

computer system to work properly so that one set of ASCII records files can be manipulated to 

create a readers' package, a text for concording, and the typeset text. So codes which are 

technically OK shouldn't be changed to "improve" them for us; that wastes time and can be 

annoying to the editor. 

 When the two sets of codes have been checked and corrected, ask the typesetter to create 

the code/header list, a double-spaced, complete, corrected copy of document codes arranged by 

placename. Under each placename, the abbreviations could be in alphabetical order by code or in 

order of first occurrence. The original files containing the two separate, corrected lists should be 

saved by the typesetter to be set up for later programming needs (when the readers' package is 

produced). 

 After the readers' package has gone out, but before typesetting begins, the paleographer, 

in consultation with the copy-editor, should send a copy of the relevant section of the 

code/header list to each major repository whose manuscripts are used in the volume, with a 

request that staff there verify whether the names and shelfmarks we are using correspond with 

their current classification. This is important; many provincial record offices are in the process of 

cataloguing or re-cataloguing their collections, and shelfmarks may change during the 

months/years it takes for a REED volume to move from submission to print.  

 If changes are made in the code/header list during copy-editing and checking, it is the 

paleographer's responsibility to co-ordinate corrections with the typesetter to ensure that the two 

original lists are also kept up-to-date and accurate. Unless they are corrected at the same time as 

the code/header list, the corrections will not appear in the readers' package or first proof. 
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Section Two: Checking the transcribed text 

 

 Before beginning to check, be sure that you have available the top copy printout of the 

records to be checked and the reproductions which go with them, a corrected copy of the code 

lists for the collection you are checking, the draft document descriptions and endnotes, the copy-

editing guidelines, Cheney's Handbook of Dates for Students of English History and plenty of 

stick-on slips! The latter is important since we try to keep one top copy to which all paleographic 

and other corrections are made and against which the final computer proof and the first proof are 

corrected. It should be kept as neat as possible. If clean print-outs have to be made to replace the 

original top copy that multiplies the number of letter-by-letter proofs which have to be made, 

which we want to avoid doing. Our standard reference for expanding Latin abbreviations is 

Capelli's Abbreviature; for English, we follow the guidelines laid down by the first advisory 

board and exemplified in Tony Petti's book on English paleography. Consult the copy-editing 

guidelines, the REED Handbook for Editors, and the appendixes below, pp 14-26, for descriptions 

and clarifications of REED editorial policy.  

 You must check everything, from the dating to the text readings: it is not a question of 

trust or distrust, it is simply our job to take nothing for granted but to check every detail of the 

document for accuracy. But try to do your job sensitively. No-one really enjoys having their work 

checked and, especially when the checking process reveals a problem which the editor was 

unaware of, it is easy to feel criticised by the process. Our role as checkers is to assist the editors 

and improve the final product: this can only be achieved by co-operation and collegiality. It's 

been my experience that the part of the check which is most likely to turn up previously-

unsuspected problems is the checking of dates, so I would advise being especially careful in the 

manner of presenting such problems. 

 

1. Checking the document heading  
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 The document heading will normally appear as a coded @h line in the form 

@h\placename abbreviation!year!document ID abbreviation\! First verify that the correct 

placename abbreviation and document ID abbreviation have been assigned to the document. This 

may be done by a combination of common sense and comparison with the document 

descriptions. If a list of payments bears an abbreviation which 'translates' to the editorial heading 

for a collection of letters according to the list, there is probably a mistake somewhere! 

 

2. Checking the date 

 

 Most documents will bear two dates, a year date which appears in the heading (@h line) 

and a day and month date or date range which appears in the subheading (@w line). 

Paleographers must check all dates when they do their paleographic check. The reproductions 

supplied by the editor should include everything needed for the date check, that is, the openings 

of any sets of annual accounts; the beginning and ending of letters, wills, or probate inventories; 

the applicable acta paragraph for any ecclesiastical court case, and so on. If the editor has not 

provided sufficient material to check the dates, you must either ask for more material to be 

ordered from England, or else arrange for an on-site checker to make a report on the dating. 

Consult with S-B about this in order to decide which is better. 

 Two important things to check for are the proper assignment of modern historical years to 

documents dated between 1 January and 25 March and the proper determination of the 

accounting period for a given institution. It is easy to overlook the fact that many formal 

documents during our period follow the practice of changing the year on 25 March rather than 

the previous 1 January. Be alert to this practice and date documents between 1 January and 25 

March with a split year (eg, 10 January 1608/9).  

 Note that all REED documents originating from English sources necessarily have Julian, or 

Old Style, dates. We do not change these in any way. When we also have documents originating 

from a source using Gregorian, or New Style, dates, we normally conform their dates to the 

Julian-calendar equivalent using Cheney, so as to avoid any confusion created by printing 
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documents side by side which used different calendars. When this happens, it should be clearly 

explained as appropriate in the notes and editorial procedures section of the introduction. Some 

REED editors confuse the formal practice, especially of the English church, of beginning the year 

on 25 March with the use of the Julian calendar, and put in their editorial procedures or endnotes 

the statement that dates in REED volumes are converted to New Style or something of a similar 

nature. Watch out for this and correct it! If an original document uses classical Roman dating (eg, 

the kalends, ides, or nones of a month), convert to the appropriate Old Style date, using the tables 

in Cheney, for the date subheading. 

 Sometimes annual accounts will be dated by specifying the term, or period of time, 

covered by the account: for example, the account of the churchwardens of St John's parish from 

the feast of St Mary Magdalen in the seventh year of King Henry VIII unto the same feast in the 

eighth year of the said king. In that case, the account should be dated 1515-16 and the term 

(which can be expressed either as 22 July-22 July or 22 July-21 July, so long as you are 

consistent throughout the volume) should be put in the date subheading. Sometimes, only the 

rendering date is given in the heading, for example, the account of Iohn Baker warden of St 

Nicholas' guild given the Sunday after the feast of the Purification in the third year of Elizabeth I. 

If you can recover the account year, then put that in the subheading. The document descriptions 

can then be used to explain that the accounts were rendered at such a time, suggesting an account 

term of such and so. But you may not always be able to recover the account term (there may be 

too few accounts to form a reliable sequence or the rendering dates may vary too widely from 

year to year) and in that case the rendering date alone (labelled as such) should appear in the 

subheading. See the next section for more discussion of date subheadings. 

 If the dating of a document or run of documents seems straightforward and can be 

checked easily with material available in-house, then do so. If it is complex (as sometimes 

happens with runs of accounts) or will require further research to date from internal evidence, 

then flag the text as a dating problem and finish the remaining checking. At a later time, either 

you or another checker will return to the flagged dating problems (see Section Three, Complex 

Date Checking, below). 
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3. Checking the sorting of documents by date 

 

 Once the dates of individual documents have been determined, the documents will be 

sorted together either annually in a city or university volume or annually by diocese, individual 

borough/parish, monastery, or household in a county volume. Normally this will have been done 

by the editor before your checking begins. However, you must check to be sure the documents 

have been sorted correctly and move any documents whose date may have changed as a result of 

your check into the correct new position. Within a given year, the order of documents will follow 

the principles laid down in the document description section of the Introduction, that is to say, it 

will not necessarily be chronological within the year.  

 If the records selected for a given borough or parish are dominated by a set of annual 

accounts, such as civic or churchwardens' accounts, the fiscal year of those accounts provides the 

framework for the chronological arrangement of the other documents for that location. If for 

example there are annual churchwardens' accounts for a given parish with a 1 November to 1 

November accounting term, an ecclesiastical court entry for that location will be arranged under 

the November to November double year within which it falls. Only if there are no or very few 

annual accounts in a given locality's records or if the accounting term is 1 January to 31 

December will a document be dated with a single or split year date. 

 So all documents in a REED collection will be dated in one of the following ways: 

 

A) With a double year date (eg, 1520-1) if there are annual accounts with a term beginning in one 

calendar year and ending in the next for its location. In REED volumes, a double date without any 

time period specified in a subheading implies a Michaelmas to Michaelmas accounting year and 

this will be explained in the Editorial Procedures section of the Introduction. If the term of the 

account is not Michaelmas to Michaelmas, the time period should be specified in the subheading 

by day and month rather than by feast day (ie, 1 December - 30 November, rather than from the 

morrow of the feast of St Andrew). If it is not possible to determine what the account term was, 
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then no term can be specified in a subheading. In such cases great care must be taken in the 

editorial procedures section of the introduction to explain the anomaly, so readers will not have 

the mistaken impression that that set of accounts ran from Michaelmas to Michaelmas.  

 

 B) With a single year date (eg, 1521), if the accounting term happens to be the same as the 

modern historical year, 1 January to 31 December, which does not happen very often. However a 

document will also be dated with a single year date if it falls between 25 March and the following 

1 January and no series of annual accounts provide a framework for its locality, which happens 

frequently in the case of small localities. 

 

 C) With a split year date (eg, 1520/1) if it falls between 1 January and the following 25 March 

and there is no fiscal-year framework for its locality. 

 

 For example, suppose annual Michaelmas-Michaelmas mayor's accounts for a town 

survive for the years 1520-1, 1523-4, and 1524-5. A record dated 1 February 1520/1 would 

appear in the proper sequence under the year 1520-1 without a separate date heading of 1520/1 

because the mayor's accounts provide a fiscal-year framework for that town. On the other hand, 

under a parish with no surviving series of annual accounts a record dated 19 September 1522 

would appear with the single year date 1522. In cases of confusion, consult with S-B. 

 

4. Checking the rest of the subheading (@w line): folio, membrane, or page numbers and 

editorial subheadings  

 

 After the heading, a subheading gives the folio, membrane, or page number(s) from 

which the excerpt comes as well as the account period (if known) and usually an editorial 

subheading. Check the folio, page, or membrane number as best you can, looking both at the 

reproductions provided and the document description. Supply (if you can) where missing. Be 

particularly alert to possible discrepancies, for example, if the document description refers to MS 
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foliation, the subheading should not contain a page number. If the document description says the 

sheets are unnumbered, then be sure any editorially-assigned numbering is enclosed in square 

brackets: ff [9v-10], mb [2]. Be sure an editor is using consistent foliation, especially where the 

document description specifies that more than one set of numbers or markings is available. Find 

out which numbering is preferred by the record office or library -- that's the one to be used. If the 

original foliation is in roman rather than Arabic numerals, preserve it. In some cases, 'nf' for 'no 

foliation' will appear in a subheading but whenever possible we prefer editorial foliation in 

brackets to 'nf.'  

 Editorial subheadings should also be checked for consistency - ie, the same Latin or 

English word or phrase should always be rendered the same way in a modern English subhead. 

When the editor has failed to supply subheads, or to convert manuscript marginal or other 

headings to subheads where appropriate, supply or convert them yourself in consultation with the 

Latin paleographer. (See the copy-editing guidelines for more information about editorial 

subheadings and appendix C. below for a discussion of when MS headings should be retained and 

when converted as well as a list of conversions to use in checking.) 

 Several different kinds of dates can appear in the subheading line. If the entry is from a 

set of accounts then the date in the subheading will normally be a date range which indicates the 

accounting term used when that term is identifiable and other than Michaelmas to Michaelmas or 

the rendering date when that is known but the account term can't be re-constructed. This sort of 

date is discussed in the previous section and also in Section Three below. If an account has a 

Michaelmas to Michaelmas term and the rendering is not known, then there usually won't be any 

date subheading. 

 If a letter is dated, that date would appear in the subheading; the date subheading for a 

will should where possible give the date the will was made and the date of probate. The date 

subheading for a court appearance or deposition should give the date of the session at which the 

accused appeared or the evidence was taken. That date should be given in a general heading for 

the session (which we usually refer to as an 'acta' heading) and is often referred to in the court 

case itself with the phrase 'quo die', 'today'. Sometimes it isn't possible to find the acta heading 
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that applies to the session at which a case commenced -- when that happens, the date in the 

subheading will be that of the first dated session at which the case was considered or the accused 

appeared, usually the next one after the 'quo die' session. 

 In short, the purpose of the date subheading is to date the document or part of the 

document we are excerpting, not the event which is described or paid for. A letter written on 29 

December is dated 29 December even if it is describing a play on the 27th. If the date of the event 

is known or probably determinable from internal evidence, then the way to express that is in a 

note. 

 

5. Checking the text 

 

--Make an extremely careful letter-by-letter check of each transcription against its accompanying 

microfilm, photocopy, or photograph. If the latter is missing or not legible, add this to your list of 

on-site checking; either someone must look at it on-site or new copies must be ordered. Check 

for consistency in expansion of abbreviations, and that the relevant authorities have been 

followed (see appendix E). If necessary work up with the editor a comprehensive list of agreed-

upon expansions for those abbreviations which might be rendered in more than one way. This is 

particularly helpful if more than one checker is to be working on the collection.  

 

--Be sensitive to the type of handwriting (court hand or book hand) used in a document. Court 

hands are typically more rapid and facile than book hands and need to be dealt with differently. 

Many documents which we include in a REED collection written in court hands are in fact 

verbatim transcripts of depositions or court proceedings: in order to keep up, most clerks devised 

their own shortcuts and typical abbreviations. So in transcribing and in indicating abbreviation, 

we should be more lenient about word separation, extreme compression of 'e's, and the 

occasional inconsistency in the use of superscripts in abbreviation and recognise the tendency of 

most court clerks to use a straight line to represent a series of minims.  
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--Look out for the use of idiosyncratic abbreviations by a particular clerk or accountant. For 

example, we normally expect some sign signalling abbreviation, such as the marks discussed by 

Capelli in his introduction or the use of letterines or superscript letters, rather than truncation and 

contraction alone. But some clerks or accountants use extreme truncation or contraction for 

familiar or common words (eg, simple 'pd' for some form of 'paid'; simple 'l' for 'lord') without 

any other abbreviation mark. If it is clear that the clerk is doing this regularly and consistently, 

then we would be justified in treating his 'pd' or 'l' as an abbreviation and expanding it. Such 

idiosyncratic abbreviations should be noted once in the the editorial procedures section of the 

Introduction and not footnoted as errors. Note that this rule does not apply when the idiosyncratic 

'abbreviation' is an actual, albeit repeated, error: in Oxford, we treated the idiosyncratic use of 

'fcm' (factum) as if it were an abbreviation for 'festum' as an error and footnoted it appropriately. 

 

--Be sure that dots are used properly: a line of dots above the beginning of an excerpt means that 

there is more text on the folio written above the excerpted entry. A line of dots below the end of 

an excerpt means that there is more text on the folio written below the excerpted entry. Dots 

before the beginning of an excerpt and on the same line mean that the entry is not at the 

beginning of an account paragraph or a sheet of continuously-written prose. Similarly dots after 

the end of the extract and on the same line indicate that an account paragraph or continuously-

written prose continues on after the extract. See appendix D for a full discussion of ellipsis dots, 

with examples. 

 

--Be sure that diamond brackets are used properly. In the past, we have experimented with using 

letters in diamond brackets to indicate either that the letters are partly visible or that they are 

confident reconstructions of the probable orthography of the scribe or clerk in damaged words. 

Either of these practices is in keeping with modern palaeographic and epigraphic practice but the 

latter is not at all in keeping with REED practice elsewhere, which is based on diplomatic or semi-

diplomatic editorial principles. We are no longer expressing letters in diamond brackets. When 

there is some damage but not enough to make a letter or letters completely illegible, we now put 
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the letter(s) in without diamond brackets, with a textual note saying that the text is partly 

damaged or partly obscured, if that seems appropriate in the given situation. When the letters are 

totally damaged or completely obscure, we now put <.> for one totally damaged letter (even if we 

are pretty sure what it is), <..> for two such letters, and <...> for three or more such letters. In the 

latter case we would add a footnote if the length of the damaged text is significant to the 

interpretation of the text (frex, is there room for a word or phrase to be entirely lost). 

 

--Note the implications of the above decision for those rare cases in which we can supply what is 

now illegible from a copy made when the MS was undamaged, or at least less damaged, eg, the 

Claverley (Shrops) Star Chamber case, where the bill of complaint had been partially transcribed 

and published in the mid-20th century, or the Wells Show case (Somerset), where there was a 

contemporary administrative copy of the bill. In their respective collections, we supplied the 

damaged text in diamond brackets with textual notes, which we now would not do. Instead, the 

supplied text will appear in textual notes, while a full explanation of the circumstances that allow 

text to be supplied will be given in an endnote. 

 

-- Don't confuse damaged text with questionable reproduction quality. If the letter(s) are hard to 

see on the reproduction, by and large, we accept the judgement of those who have seen the 

original, unless there is some good reason, based on what we can see on the reproduction, to 

think that they have made a mistake or been misled. Otherwise, if an editor or an on-site checker 

says, I know you can't tell on the repro, but in the original you can see the letter(s), then go with 

it.  

 

--Check the position of marginalia; mark as necessary to clarify things for the typesetters. The 

position of marginalia should be marked in the margin, with a circled M or R. Numbers (M1, 

M2, etc) should be added for clarity as necessary. A very brief marginale could even be written in 

in the right place in the margin. A circled M or R should also be inserted above the words in the 

text next to which the marginalia appear in the original; that way, as lines change during 
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typesetting, the typesetter will still know where to locate the marginalia.  

 

-- Be sure that the format of sums has been correctly indicated. Add a space between numeral/s 

(both Roman and Arabic) and currency abbreviation such as s. and d.; thus xxd becomes xx d., 

and 2d becomes 2 d. If an editor has consistently transcribed such sums without spaces, make a 

general note for the typesetter at the beginning as well. If the currency denominations are written 

as superscripts in the manuscript, REED policy is to silently lower them and add a conventional 

space for separation, so MS xxd becomes xx d. in transcription. Remember that by convention we 

add a full stop after the MS currency abbreviations, which are not fully expanded: eg, 'l.' or 'li.' for 

pounds, 's.' for shillings, 'd.' for pence, 'ob.' for half-pennies, and 'q.' or 'q{u}a.' for farthings. 

These conventions of spacing and the use of full stops only apply to records transcriptions: in 

modern prose, eg, in the Translations or Introduction, the form '6s 2d' is used.  

 

-- In our experience, accounts usually come in one of three forms, in each of which sums are 

represented differently: written as though they were continuous prose paragraphs, with the sums 

run in with the rest of the text; written in account paragraphs with one flush-right sum per entry; 

or written in account paragraphs with the sums in columnar format. In the first case, the account 

should be treated like any other continuous paragraph, using excerption dots as appropriate to 

indicate the lay-out of the page, and any symbols, such as line fillers or dashes, used to set off the 

sums themselves should be ignored. In the second case, the flush-right sum should be set off 

using the 'at-right' (@[) code. In this case, currency denominations are usually found indicated in 

the MS. In the third case, currency denominations are often not expressed in the MS except in 

headings at the top of the column or the page. Just as we do not present line fillers or dashes used 

to set off sums in continuous paragraph accounts, so in future (that is, post-Kent) we will not 

present these currency denominations or any symbols, such as line fillers, dashes, or vertical or 

horizontal rules, used to mark off columns. Instead, by convention, we will set the sums flush-

right and separated into aligned columns with pica spaces. If currency denominations do occur in 

the individual sums, they should be treated as in the second case. 
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--In earlier REED collections, it was not unusual to find a 'floating marginale'; this is a marginale 

located next to a line of dots. It applies to a transcribed entry but was not written next to it, 

usually because it applies to a group of entries, not all of which are relevant for our purposes and 

so not all of which are included, in particular, the one next to which the relevant marginale was 

written. However, this practice has been changing, partly due to a perceived contradiction in 

treating marginalia in this way when we do not normally transcribe a sum total if we don't 

include all the items which make up the total. It is now more usual to convert such marginalia to 

editorial subheadings, by analogy with marginal account headings (see Appendix C).  

 

--Check textual footnotes and supply where missing -- eg, if you discover an unnoted dittography 

in the course of checking, supply a footnote in the top copy. Check textual footnotes for accuracy 

against text and for format. Editorial comments within footnotes are italicized; words or letters 

from the text are printed in roman (thus: @f\3\ at: {corrected from} and). Book titles which 

would be underlined in a standard typescript are typeset in roman in order to differentiate them 

from the italicized editorial comments. The lemma is normally separated from the text of the note 

with a colon(:).  

 

--Check all computer mark-up codes. Try to spot missing ones -- eg, if you find a superscript 

which hasn't been marked with an @s pair, add it. Check whether appropriate codes have been 

used to indicate manuscript layout -- eg, if interlineation above the line has been marked with an 

@s pair, correct to an @a pair. Check to be sure that paired codes like @s\...@s \ have been 

closed off correctly -- eg, look out for errors like '17@s\th\' instead of '17@s\th@s \' (see 

appendix A for a full list of these mark-up codes).  

 

--Look for and transcribe missed entries according to our guidelines for inclusion. This is 

extremely important -- many important entries have been added by checkers. It is part of our job 

to back up the editor's original search, at least on the pages we have access to, and it is far easier 
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to add new entries at the checking stage than later. Obvious candidates for inclusion are any 

payments for performance which may have been overlooked but also look for missed context for 

an entertainment entry: are there other, related payments, such as wine for visitors at the play? 

Did players come as part of the entourage of their patron? If the payment excerpted is for 

entertainment at a royal visit then other expenses related to the visit may also provide important 

context. In an ecclesiastical court case, for example, be sure that all related defendants have been 

picked up: sometimes accused persons designated just 'pro consimili', for the same charge, are 

missed.  

 

--Check for and supply other things that an editor might have missed even in the entries s/he did 

transcribe -- eg, paragraphus and capitulum signs, accounting marks. Note marginalia which 

appear to be later than 1700; transcribe marginalia which appear to be earlier even when 

identifiable as antiquarian. When in doubt, transcribe but make a note of your concerns: it is 

always easier to delete than to go back and find something a second time. It is sometimes 

difficult to determine whether manuscript braces should be retained. The rule is to retain only if 

the entry would be unclear without them. If you cannot decide, transcribe them and discuss with 

the typesetter and S-B. 

 

--Remember, when dealing with names and other words which are difficult to transcribe, to 

consult parish maps, Ordnance Survey maps (both 19th c. and current), the patrons' master list, 

the DNB and CP, and other office aids; they can be very helpful. Remember especially to consult 

other checkers over particularly puzzling entries, otherwise you may spend a lot of time 

needlessly repeating research which has already been done! However, it is important to begin 

solving puzzles as soon as possible, since obscurities in the documents can affect inclusion -- the 

solution to a problem may reveal that more or less text should be included or that a document 

belongs in an appendix rather than the records or even that it belongs in another collection 

entirely. Furthermore, really obscure text or knotty problems of interpretation will require 

endnotes or even discussion in the Introduction, and work on that cannot start too soon.  
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--Look out for common errors, such as not preserving scribal practice in the use of c/t, u/v, and 

i/j: it is not uncommon to find that original spellings have been unintentionally normalised or 

modernised in typing.  

 

--Be careful in dealing with minuscule vs. majuscule letters. We apply two palaeographic 

principles here: first, we attach more importance to the form and ductus of a letter than to its size, 

so that, for example, a graph with the form and ductus of majuscule 'c' will be rendered with an 

upper-case 'C' in type even if the size of that graph is no greater than that of accompanying 

minuscules. In like manner, if the form and ductus of a letter used initially is the same as the 

form and ductus used internally, we regard the letter as minuscule in both positions and render it 

with a lower-case letter in type (even if the word would normally be capitalised in modern 

English). Second, if there is any doubt about whether a form is majuscule or minuscule, treat it as 

minuscule and render it with a lower-case letter in type. Further, it should be remembered that in 

some hands letters may occur in several minuscule forms: initial, internal, and final. Consult the 

palaeographic resources in the office for help in identifying majuscule forms in various hands, 

especially ones which may be less familiar to you, and in distinguishing initial minuscule forms. 

As a rule of thumb, if a particular form is used consistently at the beginning of all words which 

begin with that letter, it is likely an initial minuscule and not a majuscule. 

 

--Be especially careful with 'o' plus superscript 'r.' The original rule was to follow scribal practice 

where that could be determined and modern British spelling where it could not be. That led to 

problems and so we have a new rule of thumb: expand monosyllables (eg, or 'o{u}r,' yor 'yo{u}r,' 

cort 'co{u}rt') or root syllables (eg, fortie 'fo{u}rtie') but don't expand final 'or' unless there is clear 

evidence that the writer used '-our' in unabbreviated words. If there is no such evidence, bring the 

'r' down to the line and print -'or'; if there is evidence, expand as 'o{u}r.' This way we are not 

rendering final 'or' as 'or' in some words and as 'o{u}r' in others in the same document. 
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--Keep a list of items/folios that need on-site checks; photocopy each page that requires a check 

as you find it, and put all these photocopies (or notes about missing photocopies) into a separate 

file. Mark the original page 'on-site check pending' or something like that. Try to locate 

everything or nearly everything that needs checking or for which new copies should be ordered 

before you send material to the on-site checker. An item frequently missed: collation notes. 

Check these as you go; if, as often happens, the editor has not supplied REED with a copy of the 

collated manuscript, the noted readings will have to be checked on-site (unless it is a long entry, 

in which case REED should probably request a copy of the manuscript).  

 

--Note on a stick-on slip any unusual format or typesetting features of the transcription, so as to 

warn typesetters and copy-editors. Examples: space between blocks of text, columnar format, 

special symbols. Many of these will also be indicated in the text by the use of mark-up codes: be 

sure the codes have been used correctly and that the codes and the information on the slip 

together tell the typesetter what he needs to know in order to represent the layout clearly on the 

typeset page.  

 

--Remember that font changes in a printed text are not shown when such a text is printed or 

excerpted in a REED volume: there should be a general note to that effect in the Editorial 

Procedures section of the Introduction. Where words are underlined in a manuscript, supply a 

footnote to that effect.  

 

6. Footnotes 

 

All textual footnotes should be contained in a separate computer file and keyed to the text file(s) 

by the use of consecutive numbers in the footnote code. While the checking is underway and 

footnotes are being added, you can best keep track of them by adding letters to the number of the 

previous original footnote, eg, footnote 79A would be supplied if a new note were needed 

between footnotes 79 and 80. But before returning the marked-up and corrected text to the 
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typesetter you should clearly renumber all footnotes, being sure that the new codes are properly 

keyed to the word being noted and that the footnotes themselves are in the proper order. 

Collation notes, if any, should be dealt with similarly, using a separate file and the collation note 

code. Look at the sections for footnotes and collation notes in the copy-editing guidelines for the 

proper form and mark-up of these notes, which have to be set up slightly differently. 

 

7.General Mark-up 

 

After checking the transcription, indicate in some way, eg, by a note on a stick-on slip, anything 

that might later be misunderstood as a typographical error (eg, Chisto for Christo), but which you 

know to be the correct reading. This will save time in requests for rechecks. But be sure that all 

such words have textual notes if needed. 

 When inserting hand-written transcriptions, be sure that underlining is marked carefully, 

to show the typesetters exactly where italics begin and end. Either use brace brackets or delimit 

the underlining thus: Regarda. Triple-underline ambiguous letter forms (C, K, M, N, S, U, V, W, 

X) if they are intended to be capitals. Try to make the transcriptions clear and unambiguous; 

avoid minim confusion. 

 Where the editor has not done so, note where an endnote or a note in the document 

description will be required to explain unusual features (eg, a series of fancy capitals) in a 

particular manuscript or part of a manuscript. Make a note if you think more text from a 

particular document ought to have been transcribed (eg, for context); if it is a small amount, do it 

yourself and get the editor or another paleographer to check it. 

 

Section Three: Complex Date Checking 

 

 There are three common situations (other than lack of the necessary reproductions!) in 

which date checking becomes complex : one, when there is no explicit date given; two, when the 

dates given are confusing or contradictory; and three, when the available information is spotty. 
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 In the first case, you must look for internal clues or context. First of all, look at the 

document description, any endnotes, and at the reproductions file (because editors sometimes 

send in work notes along with their reproductions which deal with problems like these). The doc 

description and/or endnotes should tell you whether the record repository or some previous 

researcher has assigned a date and on what grounds; work notes will tell you about any other 

information the editor was able to collect on-site to help in dating the document. 

 Usually this will tell you what you need to know, ie, why the date given to the document 

has been assigned to it. And if the evidence seems good and it all hangs together, then that will 

be the end of it. However, sometimes assigned dates rest on antiquarian evidence which will not 

stand up to scrutiny. For instance, the churchwardens' accounts for Croscombe in Somerset 

survive only as edited by a nineteenth-century antiquarian, who assigned dates to each account. 

However what originally appeared to be straightforward did not stand up, because a careful 

reading of the edition showed that the antiquarian editor had misunderstood the original account 

headings and all his dates were a year off.  

 Sometimes, too, the editor may have left the document undated and requested the office 

to try to find out more or assign a date. This might happen if the archive was unable to help, for 

example, or if the editor didn't have as complete library facilities available as we have access to 

here, so that articles or books couldn't be easily followed up. In a case like this, there will usually 

be some indication of the trail to be followed. However, despite our best efforts all around, some 

documents cannot be dated closely enough to find a place in the records (ie, with a date range of 

no more than 15-25 years) and will have to be put into an undated appendix. If you suspect after 

your preliminary work that you are dealing with a document like that, talk to S-B and the editors 

about the situation and the best way to handle it. 

 With undated texts or texts only dated by antiquarians, the existence of, or at least the 

potential for, dating problems is easy to anticipate. In the second set of circumstances, the dating 

difficulties usually don't become apparent until the checking phase begins. Contradictions and 

confusions of this kind are most likely to occur in runs of accounts when one or more particular 

sets of accounts seem not to fit into the general run or to contradict the apparent pattern of the 
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others, making you think that the dates assigned to the whole run may be off in some way and of 

course, that is not likely to happen until you have checked some of them at least already. Often 

problems like these arise when dealing with the accounts of a small corporate body, like a guild, 

a small parish, a college, or a small religious house, rather than a large one like a major town or 

city, a cathedral chapter, or a large monastery. Often too they arise in accounts which use regnal 

years for dating at a change of reign -- things often are confused when local accountants have to 

deal with the regnal years of Edward VI and Mary Tudor, especially after she began to count her 

regnal years jointly with her husband Philip II of Spain.  

 Do not panic! And do not assume that you have found a major problem. While that's 

certainly possible, it's equally possible that the apparent contradictions can still be resolved 

without a major re-working of the whole series. First of all, look at all the available helps in the 

office: be sure you've read the document descriptions and endnotes which apply to these accounts 

carefully. Look to see whether the editor has sent in any helpful worknotes. Review your own 

checking and reasoning. Are you sure that the problem dates are really inconsistent? It is not only 

16th century accountants who got confused by the start of a new reign! Consult the editor and 

find out whether they too noticed the problem and have any notes or other information which 

may be of help. 

 If you still can't resolve the problem, then assemble all the information that you have 

about the body's accounts, and start to make an organised list or chart of the information that you 

have. Put down the folio each new account starts on, the date given at the start (sometimes just a 

year), and the names of the officers, such as churchwardens, mayors, or guild treasurers, 

presenting the account. Look at the end of each account for information about the election of the 

next years' officers and clues to the ending date and rendering date of the accounts. All this will 

provide a framework which should help to date any problem years or undated accounts. Don't try 

to impose a pattern at the early stages. If you cannot solve all your dating problems with this kind 

of information about dates and officers, then start looking at the content of the doubtful or 

troublesome accounts: perhaps there will be a mention of some datable event which will provide 

needed evidence. When you've done as much as you can, consult with S-B and the editor about 
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your conclusions. While not every problem has a solution, usually with a judicious use of the 

document descriptions and the endnotes, you can end up with probable dates backed up by a 

succinct exposition of any problems the reader should be aware of. 

 The third situation, that of dating information which is spotty, is also usually a problem 

with account dates of small groups, especially religious organisations, where accounts survive 

only erratically. The best way to tackle it is the method just described. Assemble all the available 

information and lay it out clearly. You may not have enough information to identify accounting 

terms. Don't try to go beyond what the surviving data can provide. And remember to keep in 

consultation with the editor. Many dating problems are not apparent until the checking stage, but 

those arising from insufficient or missing primary data usually declare themselves early in the 

research stages so the editor may have worked through the problem already. 
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Clarification of Paleographic Policy and Guidelines: Supplement to Handbook and the Copy-

editing Guidelines 

 

A. REED Codes With an Explanation of their Use  (modified from copy-editing guidelines) 
 

  MARK-UP             EXPLANATION 
  CODE                  OF USE 
         
     @a\        beginning of interlineation above the line (  ) 
     @a \       end of interlineation above the line (  )  
      
     @ ae       ae diphthong in ligature 
     @ AE       AE diphthong in ligature 
 
     @b\        beginning of interlineation below the line  (  ) 
     @b \       end of interlineation below the line (  )  
               
     @c\#\      collation note number (keyed to a collation  
                note file separate from the text file) 
     @C         code for a capitulum ( ) 
 
     @d         code for an eth ( ð ) 
 
     @e\        begin boldface 
     @e \       end boldface, return to roman 
     @E\#\      optional code for endnote number (keyed to  
                endnote file separate from the text file) 
 
     @f\#\      footnote number (keyed to a footnote file  
                separate from the text file) 
 
     @g\        encloses paragraph whose first line is flush-left  
     @g \       but whose second and subsequent lines have a  
                hanging indent (replaces old Greek code since  
                Greek text now converted 'by hand' to Unicode) 
 
     @h\...\    defines the heading line for each  
                document, eg, @h\NOR!1435-6!AMB\!  
 
     @i\        interpolation 'bubble' ( ° ) 
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     @j\        begin bold ital 
     @j \       end bold ital 
 
     @k\        begin small caps 
     @k \       end small caps 
 
     @l\        begins a left marginale 
     @l \       ends a left marginale; translated to M  
                in the readers' program 
      
     @m\        begins centred text 
     @m \       ends centred text 
 
 @n   Welsh  'ng'  (ŋ) 
 @N   Welsh  'ng',  upper  case  (Ŋ) 
 
     @oe        oe diphthong in ligature 
     @OE        OE diphthong in ligature 
 
     @p         pica space 
     @P         paragraphus sign  ( ¶ ) 
 
     @q\        begins ital small caps 
     @q \       ends ital small caps 
 
     @r\        begins right marginale 
     @r \       ends right marginale; translated to R in  
                the readers' program 
 
     @s\        begins superscript (for example, 3@s\b{us}@s \   
     @s \       ends superscript    represents 3b{us}) 
 
     @th        code for a thorn  ( þ ) 
     @TH        code for capital thorn  ( Þ ) 
 

     @v   code for 'Welsh w' ( ) 
 
     @w\...\    defines the subheadings within documents,  
                eg, lines containing foliation data and/or  
                editorial headings, eg, @w\f 3v {(21 May)}\! 
 
     @y   wynn (OE character) 
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     @x\...@x \ delimits the line containing names of personnel   
                in ecclesiastical and common law courts (text     
                within is in { }) 
 
     @z         code for yogh  ( 3 ) 
     @Z         code for capital yogh  ( 3 ) 
 
     @!         exclamation point  
     !          hard carriage return on the typesetter 
     @^         circumflex accent (always precedes vowel 
                over which it should be printed) 
     ^          caret symbol preceding interlineation 
 
     @$         pound sign  ( £ ) 
 
     @;         inverted semicolon (punctus elevatus) ( ) 
 
     @[         tab (used in accounts before flush-right sum) 
 
     @'         acute accent 
 
     @,         grave accent  
 
     @:         umlaut 
 
     @"         tilde 
 
     @?         cedilla 
 
     @-         macron (over vowel) 
 
 @%  section symbol (§) 
 
 @.  single dot over letter (eg, 'Irish n') 
 
 @*  raised stop  
 
 @#  single dot under letter (Welsh orthography) 
 
                     Other mark-up codes  
 
     {          begin italics (used to show expansions) 
     }          return to roman 
          
     ''         opening single quote 
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      '         closing single quote 
 
     ""         opening double quote 
      "         closing double quote   
 
     --         en-dash between figures (ie, 1578--9) 
 

 Note that @i\ must appear wherever an interpolation 'bubble' should appear, ie, at the 

beginning and the end of the interpolated text. There is no such code as '@i \'! Also please note 

that the codes to represent 'ae' and 'AE' in ligature are @ ae and @ AE, NOT @ae and @AE. 

This is in contrast with the codes for the other vowel ligature, 'oe' or 'OE,' represented by @oe 

and @OE respectively.  

 A program will check the codes of the form @code\...\ or @code\...@code \ for correct 

format. Paleographers will check that the codes have been used properly, for example, that text 

enclosed by @a\ and @a\ is in fact an interlineation or that @i\ appears wherever an interpolation 

"bubble" is required. This check will be part of the regular paleographic check. 

 

Representation of columnar format 

 

 Except in the case of columns of money in accounts, where the right-hand column is 

indicated by @[ preceding the sum of money in each entry, we have devised a new format for 

columns.  Each column should be preceded by the symbol <t#>, where # stands for the column 

number, and no attempt should be made to show the material in columns in the computer text by 

using tabs or spaces.  Large amounts of "white space" in the text make the records text harder and 

more costly in terms of time to prepare for the readers and the concordance.  Here is an example: 

 

<t1><t2>April 19 <t3>final payment for copying of text! 

<t1><t2>May 6 <t3>first payment for rehearsal! 

<t1><t2>June 15 <t3>final payment for rehearsal! 

<t1><t2>July 5 <t3>opening of play! 
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Samples of coded text 

 

SAMPLE ONE 

 

@h\EXE!1638--9!ERA\! 

@w\mb 2d {(Civic officials' fees)}\! 

...! 

De x li solut{is} quatuor Mim{is}@f\1\ p{ro} penc{i}onib{us} suis! 

...! 

De xlij li. iiij s. x d. solut{is} p{ro} lib{er}tur{is} hiem{alibus} et autumnal{ibus} 

d{i}c{t}or{um} s{er}vien{tium} ad clau{am} Coqui Mim{orum}@f\2\ Ianator{um} 

Bedell{orum} et Custod{is} prison{e} hoc Anno...! 

! 

@f\1\ Mim{is}: {6 minims in} @q\ms@q \! 

@f\2\ Mim{orum}: {6 minims in} @q\ms@q \! 

 

SAMPLE TWO 

 

@h\EXE!1641!ECA8\! 

@w\f 114v* {(16 February)}\! 

...! 

@l\2. of the Waight{es} admitted to the lib{er}ties of this Cittie@l \! 

This day Iohn Gadgcombe & Samuell Iohn two of the waight{es} of this [are] Cittie are by 

consent [ad] to be admitted to the lib{er}ties of this Cittie freelie in regard to their 

attendan{ces}.!  

@l\Till dismissed.@l \! 

Alsoe Gillert Till one other of the waight{es} of this Cittie for seu{er}all misdemeanors is 
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dismissed of [the] his place & further attendance./! 

...! 

! 
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B. Expanding Latin accounting formulae 

 

The opening entry of the section of the account roll in which an entry comes and that of the 

whole year's roll are very important in expanding these highly-abbreviated formulae. The 

complete formula may appear in the roll only once, at the outset, to be followed by apparently 

meaningless entries which depend on the complete formula for their syntax. So examine carefully 

the opening entries of the year's roll and of the subcategory in which the entries fall. Remember 

that correctly determining the formula is important for the translations as well as for the 

expansions in the text. 

 Logically the participle should agree with the sum of money, which means that solving 

the problem of expansion would involve figuring out what case the sum of money should be in. 

However, sometimes it will appear that there is no particular formula to guide you: instead 

entries begin "Et (or Item) sol' (or dat' or recept')" and end with a sum of money: "Item sol' per 

Maiorem pro vino dato mimis ducis Glowcestrie xvj d." However, as we have seen more 

collections for checking, a pattern that was not strictly logical began to appear: the participle was 

made explicitly neuter nominative singular, even when the sum was plural (and technically 

masculine!),  eg,  "Et  solutū  ...  iij  s."  ('and  (there  was)  paid  ...  3  s).  So  we  expanded to "solutu{m}" 

and treat the participle as part of an impersonal construction or as a collective singular. This 

appears to be the best solution in situations in which there is no particular formula expressed. 

 Another variation is to find the participle expressed as a masculine or neuter singular 

dative/ablative, eg, 'Et soluto (or dato) ... iij s.' In this case, follow that pattern in expanding other 

forms in the same run of accounts without another expressed formula and treat them as either 

some kind of dative of purpose or ablative of specification, translated by 'as a payment' or 'as a 

gift'. But be careful here with forms of 'solutus' -- remember that so' and so indicate quite 

different things, because so' is an example of extreme truncation and can be short for any form of 

'solutus' while so, while equally extreme, is an example of contraction and normally indicates a 

form ending in 'o', and so would be an abbreviation for s{olut}o in this situation. 

 When there was no formula expressed, we used to be strictly logical and treat the sum as 
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the subject of an understood verb 'to be' and expand the participle as nominative, usually as a 

masculine nominative, since most currency denominations are masculine (solidi, shillings, 

denarii, pence). That meant that, if the sum of money was plural, the expansions were "sol{uti}", 

"dat{i}", "recept{i}"; and if singular, "sol{utus}", "dat{us}", "recept{us}". On rare occasions an 

amount of nil is recorded, demanding a nominative neuter singular participle: "sol{utum}", 

"dat{um}", "recept{um}". But it does seem that in future we will be better advised to go with the 

impersonal construction described above. 

 Also very common are variations on a basic formula of allowance. The most usual form 

in full is: "et dicti computantes petunt allocationem de x s. v d. sol'/dat'/recept' " ('and the said 

accountants seek allowance for 10s 5d paid/given/received'). "De" is always followed by the 

ablative and the sum of money is again usually plural. When the sum is plural, the expansions 

are: "sol{utis}",  "dat{is}", "recept{is}"; when singular, they are: "sol{uto}", "dato", "recepto". 

 Variations are: 

 

a) there may be only one accountant, or the title of the person presenting the accounts may be 

different, but neither variation will affect the words which are interested in expanding; 

 

b) the expression 'allocari de': may be substituted for 'allocationem de': this does not affect our 

expansions, since the preposition is the same, but the translation will be different: 'they seek to be 

allowed (the sum) of 10s 5d' 

 

c) the sum of money and the participle in the genitive case may be substituted for "de" plus the 

ablative: "petunt allocationem x s. v d. sol'/dat'/recept' "; the expansions are "sol{utorum}", 

"dat{orum}", "recept{orum}" when the sum is plural; and "sol{uti}", "dat{i}", "recept{i}" when 

it is singular; but the translation is the same as that of the basic formula. 

 

 If the full form appears only once, in the main entry for the year in the category of 

expense or receipt, subsequent entries will probably be in the form et/item de x s. v d. 
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sol'/dat'/recept' ". The expansion will be as in the basic formula, but the translation is more 

problematic. Use parenthesis to insert a form of the opening formula: 'likewise (they seek 

allowance) of 10s 5d'. 

 A word of warning: unlike shillings and pence, pounds and marks are feminine; so if your 

sum of money is given entirely in pounds or marks, then the expansions given above must be 

changed to the corresponding forms in the feminine gender. The feminine nominative endings are 

-a in the singular and -e in the plural; the ablative singular feminine also ends in -a, plural is -is 

(same as masculine); the feminine genitive singular is -e, plural is -arum. If the sum is a mix of £ 

s d, a collective masculine plural is used. 
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C. Treatment of Account Headings 

 

1. Long formulaic headings that are, in effect, the heading of the entire account should be omitted 

with an editorial {(Receipts)} or {(Expenses)} placed against the folio, membrane, or page 

number. 

 

Example: 

 

   Bricklayers' Accounts YM: QQ80/2/1 

   f 6v {(Receipts)} 

 

2. When an entire section of an account is to be edited (such as the York station lists and 

payments to travelling players), the headings should be preserved as they appear in the MS either 

at the head of the entry or in the margin. 

 

   Examples: 

 

   Dimissio ludi Corporis chr{ist}i! 

   Primus locus Coram Co{mmun}i clerico @[{(blank)}! 

 

   or 

 

   Dimissio lud{i}  D{e} ffirma v@s\ti@s \ loci ib{ide}m  

   sic dimissi Ric{ar}d{o} Bayteman                 ij s. 

   Corporis chr{ist}i  D{e} ffirma vj@s\ti@s \ loci ib{ide}m  

   sic sic dimiss{i} Henrico Wodde                  ij s. iiij d. 

    

   (see York, p 246) 
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3. When accounts are extracted, routine headings should be translated or modernized and put in 

editorial brackets against the folio, membrane, or page number. Thus, the heading 

'Allocac{i}ones ex Cons{uetudine}' for the extract from the Mercers' Roll (York, p 219) would 

not appear as marginalia but would be rendered 'mb 2 {(Customary Allowances)}. See the 

attached list of modernized headings for a table of equivalences. 

 

Note: Following #2 and #3 would have the effect, at times, of treating headings on the same page 

or folio differently. For example, the material edited from the Chamberlains' Books in York, p 

237, would read: 

 

   f 239 {(Livery)} 

   ... 

   It{em} sol. M{in}istrallis etc 

   ... 

 

     Regard{a} tam ministrallor{um} d{omi}ni R{egis} 

     quam ministrall{orum} <...> 

 

   In primis etc 

 

4. Unusual headings or marginalia (see York, 257-8) should always be preserved as well as all 

non-standard marginalia such as 'nota' and accounting marks (see York, p 264). 

 

5. Suggested renderings of common Latin account headings 

 
Allocaciones                           {(Allowances)} 

Curialitates                           {(Gratuities)} 
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Dona                                   {(Gifts)} 

Dona & Exemia/Exennia                  {(Gifts and grants)} 

Dona & Rewarda/Regarda                 {(Gifts and rewards)} 

Elemosina                              {(Alms)} 

Exemia/Exennia                         {(Gifts)} 

Expense                                {(Expenses)} 

Expense Communes                       {(Ordinary expenses)} 

Expense Extraordinarie                 {(Extraordinary expenses)} 

Expense Extrauagantes                  {(Supplementary expenses)} 

Expense Forinsece                      {(External expenses)} 

Expense Intrinsice                     {(Internal expenses)} 

Expense Minute                         {(Expenses noted)} 

Expense Necessarie                     {(Necessary expenses)} 

Expense Promiscue                      {(General expenses)} 

Feoda/Feoda Soluta                     {(Fees)}/{(Fees paid)} 

Recepti/Recepta/Receptiones            {(Receipts)} 

Rewarda/Regarda                        {(Rewards)} 

Soluciones                             {(Payments)}  

Vadia                                  {(Wages)} 

 

The only common English account heading which requires 'translation,' as opposed to 

modernized spelling, is Extraordinary Charges, for which we print {(Extraordinary expenses)}. 
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D. Clarification of Editorial Policy on Ellipsis Dots  (see Handbook, p 24) 

 

The placement of dots in transcriptions will depend on the form of the MS folio. If the 

transcription is made from a folio composed of paragraphs or of accounts in paragraph form, 

ellipsis dots should be used before or after the entry to indicate whether material has been 

omitted within its particular paragraph, and also above and below the entry to indicate whether 

its paragraph is preceded or followed by another or others. 

 

Examples: 

 

      Statutum est eciam per Iohannem... 

   

indicates new paragraph transcribed from its beginning; transcription ending before conclusion of 

paragraph. 

 

      ...Statutum est eciam et concessum per Iohannem... 

 

indicates transcription beginning somewhere after beginning of paragraph, and ending 

somewhere before its conclusion. 

 

      ...Statutum est eciam et concessum per Iohannem 

 

indicates transcription beginning somewhere after beginning of paragraph and ending at 

paragraph end. 

 

      ... 

      Statutum est eciam et concessum per Iohannem... 
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      or 

 

      ... 

      ...Statutum est eciam et concessum per Iohannem... 

 

indicates that this is not the only paragraph on this MS folio. It is preceded by one or more 

paragraphs. 

 

      ...Statutum est eciam et concessum per Iohannem... 

      ... 

 

      or 

 

      ...Statutum est eciam et concessum per Iohannem 

      ... 

 

indicates that the passage in question is followed by one or more paragraphs. 

 

      ... 

      ...Statutum est eciam et concessum per Iohannem... 

      ... 

 

indicates that the extracts paragraph is both preceded and followed by one or more paragraphs. 

 

If the page does not consist of paragraphs but of single-entry accounts -- ie, accounts in which 

each entry occupies a line or lines of its own -- these entries should be transcribed with ellipsis 

dots above or below the entry to show where material has been omitted on the page. 
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Example:  

 

   It{e}m paid to the lord Willowbie men in reward      ij s. 

   It{e}m paid to the lord Strange men                  ij s. 

   It{e}m paid to Martyn Wiles for going to York        ij s. 

 

If this sequence of entries occurred in a MS, and only the second entry was to be transcribed, it 

would be transcribed as follows: 

 

   ... 

   It{e}m paid to the lord Strange men                  ij s. 

   ... 
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E. Expansion of Abbreviations (see Handbook, pp 25--6) 

 

A. Latin 

 

For expansions and underlinings in Latin texts, the best guide is Adriano Cappelli, Dizionario de 

Abbreviature Latine ed Italiane, Manuali Hoepli (Milan: Ulrico Hoepli, 1979 [7th ed]). When 

letters are duplicated within a word, and it is difficult to decide which to underline, the letters 

underlined should be those not necessary for recognition of the abbreviated form. Capelli is a 

help here because his parenthetical renditions of abbreviations show how he reads them: o + four 

minims is rendered oim, which shows that the word should be rendered o{mn}i{u}m. The same 

principle applies to case endings. Thus, gra should be rendered gr{ati}a or gr{aci}a, rather than 

gra{tia} or gra{cia}, because the final letter shows the case ending. Similarly, luis is lu{min}is, 

not lu{m}i{ni}s (although the 'i' in abbreviations of 'homo' is usually radical, thus 'hoiem' for 

'ho{m}i{n}em' and 'hoies' for 'ho{m}i{n}es'). 

 The position of letters is also a factor. When a word like episcopo is abbreviated as epo, it 

should be expanded as e{pisco}po, because, as a general principle, letters written above the line 

show that preceding letters have been omitted (na = n{atur}a, impimis = imp{r}imis, etc). On the 

other hand, the abbreviation epo should be rendered ep{iscop}o, on the recognition principle. 

 In general, underlining should be spare as possible. Superscript letters which are 

recognizably letters and not special signs should not be underlined. Thus open a ( or ) 

should not be underlined when it is definitely an a (Will m = Will{i}am, not Will{ia}m). 

Similarly, pincipio = p{r}incipio, magistro = magistror{um}. But one must be aware of the 

existence in Latin abbreviations of special signs which closely resemble or may even be derived 

from superscript letters, but are not recognized or treated as such. See, eg, below, superscript r. 

When in doubt, consult the Introduction to Cappelli, which classifies and gives examples of 

various categories of Latin abbreviations. It is available in an English translation: Adriano 

Cappelli, The Elements of Abbreviations in Medieval Latin Paleography, David Helmann and 
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Richard Kay, (trans.), University of Kansas Publications, Library Series #47, 1982. It is available 

from the University of Kansas Library, Gifts and Exchange Dept., Lawrence, Kansas, 66045, for 

$4.50 (US) postpaid. REED has an office copy which maybe consulted. 

 

Particular Abbreviations 

 

       = con 

 

superscript r. 

    What appears to be a superscript r in Latin abbreviations is often a sign of abbreviation 

    standing variously for tur, ur, and er. Because it resembles an Arabic 2, it is sometimes 

    called a 'two-sign.' It should not be treated as a superscript r in Latin words, ie, the 'r' should be 

    italicised. 

 

doubled nasals. 

   Underline  according  to  the  position  of  the  abbreviating  stroke.  Thus  sūma  =  su{m}ma,  but       

   sum a = sum{m}a. In words in which the stroke covers more than one letter the second nasal  

   should be underlined. 

 

special lines and symbols preceding a sum 

    Do not transcribe. 

      In Latin texts, an abbreviation which can stand for any grammatical ending. It 

                   has no specific expansion, unlike the 'two-sign' which always stands for  

                   something containing a vowel and an r. Thus, it is not exclusively an 

                  abbreviation for -is, -es, in Latin words. 

 

B. English 
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= es after any letter except e 

 

              = s after an e, when intended to indicate a plural  

                (unless MS shows evidence of plural in ees, in  

                which case transcribe as es. Resulting plural  

                will be ees: shoees, disgysingees.) 

 

[But be careful to distinguish final 's' from these '{es}' or '{s}' signs in the seventeenth-century 

hands in which there is a potential for confusion: examine the text carefully and make sure of the 

practice of the individual writer.] 

 

    yt         = yt, if context calls for 'it' 

                = y{a}t, if context calls for 'that' 

 

              = con 

 

'M/D' + superscript 'r' is transcribed 'Mr/Dr' unless it precedes a title, where it should be 

expanded to 'M{aste}r' (eg, Mr Roberts, Dr John Smith, but 'Master Mayor' or 'Master 

Chamberlain'). 'St' will not ever be expanded. 

 

'pd', 'rec': expand following scribal practice 'at the slightest provocation'. (ie, any possible sign of 

abbreviation is to be expanded, especially when the unexpanded form is unpronouncable or 

ambiguous: 'pd' really is a shortened form of 'paid/payd/...', and 'it' should be 'it{em}' if 'item' was 

intended.) 
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C. General 

 

1. 'reasonable' spellings should be preferred to 'unreasonable' spellings in the rendering of 

abbreviations such as a misplaced superscript 'a' in 'ministrallus' (ie, 'minist{ra}rllus' should not 

be the transcription). Where a scribe customarily writes out a form such as 'trepidiantibus', that 

usage should be followed when expanding the abbreviated form of the same word by the same 

scribe (ie, expand 't'pidiantibus' as 'trepidiantibus' not terpidiantibus'). In such cases, a footnote 

should be added to explain the use of the form chosen by the editor. 

 

2. obvious errors may be corrected in footnotes but should not be listed in the glossaries (eg, 'it' 

for 'it{em}' should not appear in the glossary). 

 

3. REED practice does not allow for the expansion of numeral abbreviations in English or Latin, 

eg, 7@s\em@s \ is left 'as is', not expanded to {sept}em. To eliminate inconsistency in applying 

this rule, Mo should in future be treated as a numeral plus superscript and not as an abbreviation 

for M{illesim}o, as it was in some earlier collections. Be alert for 'septimana' ('week') and 

'quindena' ('fortnight'), which are often abbreviated with forms which appear to be those of 

numerals, for example, 'vija' and 'xva', which appear to be forms of septima and quindecima. 

 

4. Normal word separation should be assumed except in cases of flagrant examples, and in cases 

in which apparent abnormal separation produced a different and sensible word or phrase. 

 

5. Court hands need to be treated with greater lenience than most books hands in matters such as 

word separation and indication of abbreviation. However, in such cases, as in the case of James 

Tabor's hand in Cambridge, a statement explaining the policy for such hands should be included 

in the Editorial Procedures section of the Introduction of collections affected. 
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Appendix F: Dealing with Ecclesiastical Court Cases 

 

The records of ecclesiastical court proceedings present some of the greatest paleographical, 

editorial, and formatting problems for editors and typesetters alike. These guidelines are intended 

to help field editors handle these manuscripts and to standardize the format in which church court 

transcriptions reach the REED office. Perhaps the best place to begin is with an overview of 

process in ecclesiastical courts. 

 

1. The Process in Church Courts 

 

Proceedings commenced against a person by the court on the basis of information received were 

called correction, or office ('ex officio'), cases. They are the ecclesiastical counterpart to criminal 

prosecution in the common law courts. In southern and south-western dioceses, the proceedings 

so commenced are likely to be found in volumes called Office Books, or Correction Books. In 

northern and north-central dioceses, the proceedings so commenced are sometimes recorded in 

Correction Books, but often are found in Visitation Books. The other principal type of 

proceedings is instance proceedings, the ecclesiastical equivalent of civil suits in common law 

and hence commenced by one individual or group of individuals against another. They are 

normally recorded in Instance Books. In some dioceses, Court Books or Act Books record both 

kinds of case. 

 REED deals almost exclusively with correction cases. Many REED activities were either 

considered criminal by the ecclesiastical authorities or else liable to prosecution if they took 

place on Sunday. Hence those who engaged in forbidden activities or took part on Sundays in 

activities forbidden on that day would be prosecuted by the courts under the ecclesiastical 

equivalent of criminal proceedings rather than by an individual under the ecclesiastical 

equivalent of civil proceedings. Occasionally an instance case for defamation -- the ecclesiastical 

equivalent to modern actions for libel or slander -- will be of relevance to REED because the 
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defamation will take place in the public performance of a ballad or play or other entertainment. 

However, we will be concerned here only with correction cases because a survey of such cases is 

so much more likely to yield material for inclusion in a REED volume that they constitute the 

majority of what REED editors and researchers will see. 

 A correction case or 'causa' was commenced against an individual when he or she was 

presented, detected, or noted for committing a crime. The most official and formal way of 

bringing an alleged offence to the court was through a presentment in which either the 

churchwardens, or in some cases the rector, of a parish brought forth a list of any offences known 

or believed by them to have been committed by members of their parish since the last 

presentment. The occasion of a presentment was normally the regular visitation of the parish by 

the diocesan bishop or his deputy. Sometimes a list of questions was prepared for the visitation in 

order to ensure a full presentment. There were also less formal ways in which information could 

be laid. One who provided such information was often called a promoter and the case which 

arose from such information was often said to have been promoted by the informant. 

 Occasionally proceedings were commenced during the actual visitation, if the accused 

person were present, since the officials carrying out the visitation were normally the same people 

who would make up the officers of the court. In such cases, no citation would be issued and the 

process is much simplified. Hereafter, however, we will describe the more normal procedure in 

which accused persons were cited to appear in court after the conclusion of the visitation or upon 

receipt of information by the court in some other way. 

 After the charge was laid, the accused was notified to appear in court on or by a certain 

date. This process had three stages. First a citation was issued by the court for appearance. Next 

the apparitor, a court officer with the responsibility of serving citations, sought the accused at his 

or her residence. At this point in the proceedings, personal service of the citation was required. 

Finally the judge called or summoned the accused in full court and in an audible voice to appear 

during the session to which he or she was cited. If the accused did not appear, the apparitor was 

called upon to testify whether or not he had served the citation. If he had done so, and the 

accused failed to come forward after the judge summoned him or her a total of three times, the 
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accused was declared contumacious, in wilful contempt of the court's authority, and 

excommunicated.  

 If the apparitor failed to serve the citation, a new citation was issued and the apparitor 

was ordered to serve it by whatever ways and means necessary. This citation by ways and means 

('vijs et modis') seems normally to have been served by tacking it, and sometimes a copy of the 

charge, up on the door of the accused's residence. If citation by ways and means failed to produce 

an appearance on the desired day, the final stage was citation by public decree 'per publicum 

edictum,' which seems to have been a citation publicly read in the parish church of the accused 

on a certain day or series of days. If both these methods failed to produce the accused in court 

after the judge's threefold call, the accused was considered wilfully to have ignored the summons 

of the court, declared contumacious, and excommunicated. 

 If the accused did incur excommunication at this (or any) point in the proceedings, an 

extra step was added to the case. Before the original case could be dealt with, the accused had 

first to appear and be absolved from excommunication. It appears that sometimes the accused 

was simply late and arrived after the time appointed but while the court was still sitting. Under 

such circumstances absolution seems to have been fairly automatic and the case would proceed 

as though there had been no delay. In other circumstances the accused would have to appear by 

person or proxy at a later session to seek the benefit of absolution before the case could proceed. 

 If the accused appeared in person or sent a proxy (who might have been a master, patron, 

parent or husband) in response to the citation of the court, the article containing the charge was 

formally laid against him or her by the judge and then formally either denied or acknowledged. 

 If he or she acknowledged that the charge contained in the article was true, the court 

could proceed in one of two ways. The judge could simply warn the offender not to commit a 

similar offence hereafter and dismiss the case. Or he could order a public penance, which 

normally consisted of a confession of the article in the offender's parish church at one or more 

major services in a set form of words and in a set penitential garb. Sometimes, however, the 

penance was to be performed only in the presence of the minister and churchwardens and 

possibly a set number of parishioners. The offender had to return to the court thereafter and 
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certify the performance of his or her penance either by presenting a copy of the schedule of 

penance, ie, the set form of words used in the confession, which was taken from the court to the 

church and signed by the minister and wardens after they had witnessed the penance, or by oath. 

If an offender ordered to do penance did not return to court within the designated period to certify 

his or her compliance, then excommunication for contumacy was incurred. 

 If the accused denied all or part of the charge, there were again two courses open to the 

judge. He might accept the denial on the strength of the accused's oath or he might require formal 

compurgation. The latter was a variety of proof peculiar to the ecclesiastical courts. The person 

required to clear him or herself returned to the court on a specified day accompanied by a 

specified number of compurgators, persons who would take an oath supporting the statements 

made on oath by the accused. These compurgators were to be of the same sex and of like station 

with the accused, ie, clerics must have clerical compurgators and lay persons must have lay 

compurgators, preferably fellow parishioners. A public announcement of the date and place set 

for the compurgation was also required, so that interested third parties might have the 

opportunity to challenge the compurgators. If the accused could not produce the required number 

of compurgators, he or she was deemed to have failed in compurgation and was treated as having 

confessed to the charge. Non-appearance to make compurgation was punished by 

excommunication. 

 Presumably, the judge chose whether to issue a warning or order public penance (in the 

case of a confession of fault) or whether to accept a simple oath or order compurgation (in the 

case of a denial of the charge) on an ad hoc basis. A simple warning to behave better in future 

might be deemed appropriate on the basis of perceived sincerity of repentance, the likelihood of a 

recurrence, the perceived gravity of the offence, or the role of the particular accused in that 

offence. A person of known good character might have his oath accepted whereas a person of 

known bad morals might have six compurgators required. 

 After the accused had successfully completed penance or compurgation and delivered any 

necessary certificates to the judge, the case was normally dismissed. This precluded further 

proceedings against the accused for the same charge. There were usually court fees, including the 
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apparitor's fee for delivering the citation, to be paid, although this was not always specified in the 

court books. The fees could be waived for a person who could certify poverty. 
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2.A The Records of the Proceedings 

 

The court books which record such proceedings tend to be very sparse and laconic and the 

records of ecclesiastical courts are highly formulaic and often very abbreviated. So much of the 

course of a case was predetermined that repeated formulas were often reduced to a word or two 

followed by 'etc.' A reader very familiar with court procedure would have been able to supply the 

missing information and we will supply it in the translations in round brackets as appropriate. 

 In some dioceses, a registrar would prepare pages in advance for recording a court session 

by writing in the names of the accused who had been cited to appear at that session and some 

brief description of their alleged crime, usually putting no more than four or five names on a 

page. Sometimes all the pages for a series of sessions to take place at various places in a diocese 

or archdeaconry would be prepared at once. The registrar who attended each session (who was 

not always the same as the one who had made the initial entries) would then use the space left 

blank to record the progress of each case. 

 If the accused appeared, the registrar would record that fact, the plea, and the judge's 

disposition in as few words as possible. If he or she did not appear, details of the citation process 

and ultimate appearance or excommunication for non-appearance would be entered briefly. Re-

appearances to certify penance, perform compurgation, or receive a reserved penalty were 

recorded in as few words as possible. Each of the new sessions at which an accused person was 

required to appear may have been recorded by a new registrar. An explicit date, or the phrase 

'Quo die' if the new appearance date was specified in the account of the citation, penance, or 

compurgation, normally signals the start of the record of a re-appearance.  

 In some dioceses, however, re-appearances might be recorded on separate folios rather 

than in space left for such a record on the same folio as the initial session was recorded. In such 

cases, the record of the re-appearance(s) is as apt to be brief as in the more usual style of 

recording but the charge is often repeated on each folio on which a part of the case is written 

down.  
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 Clearly a format in which an entire set of proceedings must be recorded in one place 

results in pages whose layout is complex and often confusing. We cannot always preserve it and 

in fact in many cases it would be misleading to the reader to try. For example, records of 

ecclesiastical court cases are often written in a two-column format with left marginalia. The 

margin will contain single words or short phrases summarizing the disposition of the case at 

various stages in its development and sometimes the date assigned for a re-appearance, the 

amount of court fees, or the home parish of the accused (especially if it is different from the 

parish in which the offence occurred). Column 1 may contain the names, parishes, and alleged 

offences of the accused parties. Finally, the actual proceedings may be written into column 2. 

The layout may be further complicated by continuations of material from column 2 written in 

wherever it would fit, with continuation symbols used to link the continuation to the original. 

This layout must be simplified for the typeset page.  

 

2.B Representing the Records in Print 

 

These guidelines are based on our experience in simplifying MS layout for the 

Herefordshire/Worcestershire volume. 

 

a. Keep marginalia to a minimum. Do not treat lines containing the names and charge, ie, 

'officium domini contra A. B. pro X' and the like, as marginalia. Treat only dates, amounts of 

fees, or the single words or short phrases in the extreme left margin used as a descriptive 

summary of the disposition of the case as true marginalia. Only preserve a parish name when it 

will not appear as the heading under which the case will be found in the county volume. 

 

b. Use the line containing the name of the accused and often including the name of his or her 

parish and the charge as the first line(s) of the document, even if the registrar has written it in the 

margin or as a separate column.  
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c. Don't attempt to preserve the lineation or columniation of the original. Do separate the charge 

which appears in the original in column 1 from the account of the case in column 2 by beginning 

the account with a new line. But run on each of these sections, and do not label them as 'col 1' 

and 'col 2.' (An exception to this general guideline is a situation in which a considerable amount 

of information, such as reported testimony or court action, is written into col 1 and is not a 

continuation of the text in col 2: the case transcribed under Tedstone Delamere 1602 in the 

Herefordshire collection is a good example of such an exceptional situation.) 

 

d. Even if the account of the case in MS column 2 is continued due to lack of space in the top, 

left, right, or bottom margin, over the gutter from a verso to a recto, or even over a turnover from 

a recto to a verso, run the entire text on in the order in which it should be read. Try to break up 

the flow of the text as little as possible. Explain the MS layout in an endnote, mentioning any 

continuation symbols (such as asterisks and daggers) which the registrar may have used to show 

order. 

 

e. If two or more registrars have recorded the different stages of a case, use @i\'s (for typeset 

raised bubbles) to mark off the sections in different hands. If necessary, several sets of bubbles 

may be used. An endnote should explain the sequence of hands if there are more than two. 

 

3. Headings and Subheadings 

 

Each case, or group of related cases, should be printed under the name of the parish or borough in 

which the offence occurred, not the parish or parishes of the accused person(s) or the parish in 

which the court met. That parish name will thus become part of the heading. If some of the cited 

offenders are residents of other parishes which are named in the left margin, put in those parish 

names as left marginalia. But, as was explained above, if a parish name is used as the heading for 

a document, it need not be transcribed when it appears as a left marginale in that document, just 

as account headings used as editorial subheadings are not repeated. This practice should be 
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explained in the editorial procedures section of the Introduction along with other general remarks 

about the layout of the manuscript pages. (If it is not possible to be sure where the offence took 

place, then the parish of the offender should be used instead. If all else fails, that is, if neither the 

parish of the event nor the parish of residence is known or can be identified, use the location of 

the court session as a last resort.) 

 The date given in the editorial subheading should be the date of the court case, or at least 

of the opening proceedings of the case, rather than the date of the event. The date of the event is 

not always available, but the date of the court sessions is almost always recoverable: it is the only 

date we can be sure of for the majority of cases and therefore should be used consistently, even in 

those circumstances in which the date of the event is available. If the date of the event is 

available, it will normally appear in the record itself. If the dating of the court proceeding is 

complicated, an endnote should be used to explain the problem and give the most probable 

sequence of sessions. 

 After the subheading, all available information about the court session at which the case 

was heard, or began to be heard, should be summarized in modern English. This 'acta' heading 

(so-called from the MS 'acta' heading from which it is derived, described below) should contain 

as much of the following information as is available: the name, title, and degree of the judge 

hearing the case and of his principal if he is a commissary, deputy, surrogate, or vicar general; the 

time and place of the session (the date appears in the editorial subheading); and the name, title, 

and degree of the notary acting as registrar. It is surrounded by an @x\ pair and italic braces.  

 Here are two examples of 'acta' headings, the first from Herefordshire/Worcestershire, the 

second from the Shropshire/Staffordshire collection. The former is fairly standard in the amount 

of information available; the latter is extraorinarily detailed. 

 

EXAMPLE 1: 

 

@x\{Proceedings of the court held in the consistory of Hereford Cathedral before Richard 

Basset,} @q\LLB@q \, {deputy to William Skinner,} @q\LLD@q \, {official principal and 
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commissary of Francis Godwin, bishop of Hereford.}@x \! 

 

EXAMPLE 2: 

 

{Proceedings of the court held in Lichfield Cathedral before Charles Twysden,} @q\LLD@q \{, 

commissary of William Laud, archbishop of Canterbury, at his metropolitan visitation of the 

diocese of Coventry and Lichfield and in the presence of Simon Martin, notary public, on 

account of the absence of Henry Archbold, notary public and deputy of William Sherman, the 

archbishop's principal registrar.}! 

 

This information is derived from a separate, often ornately written, paragraph in the MS usually 

beginning with the word "Acta." This paragraph will precede the record of the cases heard at a 

given session. If the same personnel held sessions on several successive days in the same place, 

or a series of sessions in several successive places, you may have to backtrack through the court 

book to find the full information on the officers at the first session which they held. We will 

need reproductions of any folio(s) containing 'acta' headings used to date or describe the 

court personnel for a given case, just as we need reproductions of the folio(s) containing 

transcribed proceedings, for checking.  

 

4. Hands, Syntax, and Abbreviations 

 

By and large, court books contain the worst handwriting and the most obscure abbreviations a 

REED field editor is likely to encounter. The likely reasons for this are suggested by the 

summary given above. These are actual transcripts of court sessions made by the registrars and 

not fair copies made up later, so the conditions under which they were written must have 

encouraged rapid, not to say sloppy, letter formations and ductus. Since the pages were usually 

prepared in advance, the amount of space available to the registrar or registrars would be 

predetermined and this would tend to encourage close, cramped letter formation and frequent 
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abbreviations.  

 This cramped, rapid, often running writing also makes it hard sometimes to tell whether 

an abbreviation has been indicated! Abbreviations formed by syncopation of forms with a 

superscript final syllable are sometimes difficult to recognize, because it is often hard to tell 

whether letters have in fact been written above the line. The final hook or other sign used to 

indicate truncation is often made so carelessly that it is hard to detect. It is advisable not to 

impose as strict rules for transcription on material from court books as are generally applied in 

REED editions, since it would entail pages in which the textual notes outweighed the text, but 

this exception must be clearly stated in the editorial procedures section of the Introduction (for an 

example of how this might be handled, see the discussion of James Tabor's handwriting in the 

editorial procedures section of the Cambridge Introduction). 

 The following general guidelines have been helpful in expanding and editing records 

from the court books encountered so far:  

 

a) The true left margin usually contains short (one or two-word) phrases which summarize the 

final disposition of the case or sometimes stages in the proceedings. It may also contain notes of 

sums of money assessed as court fees or dates on which the accused is called to re-appear or on 

which citations are issued. We think these marginal notes may have functioned as finding aids of 

some kind and possibly also as aide-memoires for new registrars or other court officers. We 

suggest expanding ambiguous single-word abbreviations in the margins as nouns in the 

nominative (see list below for examples). 

 

b) In the account of the case, the charge will usually be given in English, and the court details in 

Latin. The Latin is highly formulaic and often seems to consist of strings of simple clauses 

connected by 'et' or '-que.' The verbs in these phrases are sometimes so highly abbreviated that it 

is hard to know how to expand them. At the moment we suggest expanding abbreviations 

without explicit finite endings as past participles agreeing with the subject and assuming the 

understood verb 'to be' as an auxiliary if necessary. This includes the ambiguous abbreviations 
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which we recommend expanding as nouns when they occur in left marginalia (see the list below 

for examples). This may occasionally cause awkwardness in the prose, and even suggest that 

either there is an extra 'et' or '-que' or that an ablative absolute construction should have been 

preferred. But it seems preferable to accept the occasional awkwardness as natural to the type of 

text being considered and treat the apparently otiose conjunction as emphatic (always an option 

for 'et') rather than to assume the use of the ablative absolute when it is not explicitly indicated. 

 

c) Three ablative absolute phrases, usually explicitly indicated, are in common use in these 

documents: 'obiecto ei articulo,' 'reservata pena,' and 'examinata causa' or 'examinatis causis.' It is 

the normally unambiguous presentation of these formulae and their style which suggests that 

more ambiguous phrases should not be treated as ablative absolutes.  

  

Here is a list of some abbreviations found in ecclesiastical court cases which are less likely to be 

familiar from other documents. It is not exhaustive. The "'" symbol is used for any mark of 

truncation; and for the 'er' abbreviation. Abbreviation strokes are put in by hand and superscripts 

and letterines have been superscripted. In general, it is of great importance to remember that there 

are marks of abbreviation which are specific, or normally specific, in writing English, but generic 

in writing Latin: the signs which in English normally stand for '-es,' '-is,' or '-ys' are generic signs 

in Latin and may stand for a variety of grammatical endings as the syntax of the phrase demands, 

including but not limited to '-us' and '-is.' This particular problem is exacerbated by the fact that 

under the conditions of writing which prevailed these sigla are often made so carelessly that they 

resemble the graph for 's': in Latin, at least, a common-sensical approach dictated by an 

awareness of normal orthography and syntax is the best guide through this maze! 

 

List of common abbreviations  

 
apd                      apud                                      
                                 
appris                   apparitoris) Analogous abbreviations are 
                                   ) possible for other forms of 
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apprem                   apparitorem) the noun 
                                                
arlo aro                 articulo ) 
                                 )  ditto             
arlum arlū               articulum )                              
                                                                   
cd̉'  c̉d                 certificandum                             
                                                                   
ct̉    c̉t                 certificauit                              
                                                                   
ca                       causa  )                                  
cais                     causis ) ditto    
cam                      causam )  
cas                      causas )                                  
                                                                   
cerd                     certificandum                             
                                                                   
cerm                     certificarium) ditto             
cero                     certificario )                  
                                                     
cert                     certificauit                              
                                                                   
ci' cit'                 forms of citacio or citare               
                                                                   
com' comp' com ' com t   comparuit                                 
     

con: cona  a            contra 
                                                               
conc'                   contumacem or contumaces                  
concē concem             contumacem                                
conces                  contumaces                                
                                                                   
cons'                    forms of consimilis or consistorialis     
                                                                   
di'                      forms of dimissio or dimittere            
                                                                   
dio'                     dimissio                                  
 
ēē                                              esse                                                                                                    
                                                      
et emt                   emanauit                                  
                                                                   
exc' exco'               forms of excommunicacio or excommunicare 
                                                                   
ex'                      forms of examinatus (or = preceding?)   
                                                                
iuratum iurm              iuramentum ) 
                                    ) ditto: note confusion with 
iuro                     iuramento  ) iuratus and ius is possible 
                                                                   
mot                      monuit                                    
                                                                   
pen'                     forms of penitencia, penitencialis   
                         or pena    
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motū    promotū                      forms of promotus 
 

moc' promoc'            forms of promocio 
  

nut pronut              pronunciauit                              
                                                                   

x' prox'                forms of proximus                         
                                                                   
p'o prco' preco'         forms of preconizacio or preconizare     
                                                                   
puc' puce                publice                                   
puca                     publica                                   
puco                     publico                                   
 

 

5. Preserving Context  

 

 

It is very important in REED documents to be sure that all necessary context is preserved. In 

church court cases this is done by printing in full all the proceedings against all the persons 

alleged to have taken part in the forbidden activity. There are three things to look out for in this 

connection. 

 

1. Getting the whole case. In most of the court books we have seen so far, all the proceedings 

against an individual for a given offence tend to be grouped together on a single folio. However, 

this is not true of all court books. As was mentioned above, some are organized in such a way 

that each new proceeding in a series is entered separately under the date of each court session 

during which the case was considered. And even in the court books in which all proceedings are 

generally entered with the account of the first session, some cases may be dealt with seriatim.  

 Therefore it is not safe to assume that one has located the whole of a given case unless the 

proceedings conclude with the dismissal of the accused. It can be useful to keep a card file of the 

names of accused persons together with the dates and places of their appearances to hand while 

working through a court book: when an accused person has been dealt with, his or her card can 
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be ticked off. Remember too that the court books as they now exist were sometimes made up 

from unbound quires at a later date, with the result that quires relating to successive court 

sessions may appear in different bound court books: occasionally the same case will occur in 

more than one court book.  

 In the end, all the proceedings against a given person may not be printed in the records 

sections of the collection. Full proceedings cannot always be found. In other cases it may be 

preferable to summarize successive court sessions in endnotes than to print them. Sometimes an 

accused incurred excommunication for contumacy or some other procedural irregularity occurred 

and all subsequent proceedings dealt with that issue and not with the original offence. But even 

in such circumstances the transcriptions and reproductions for every stage are essential in 

composing and checking the endnote, so as much of the case should be collected as can be found. 

 

2. Getting all the accused parties. If several people are involved in an alleged offence, such as 

dancing at evening prayer time, the details of the offence will probably be found in the first one 

or two prosecutions only. Proceedings against the remaining accused will probably be entered in 

more summary fashion: persons will be cited 'pro consimili' and dealt with 'similiter' or 'vt supra.' 

Be aware of this tendency and be sure to get all the cases of persons cited in this way which 

immediately follow a prosecution for a REED activity. 

 

3. Getting all the details. Phrases like 'vt supra,' 'similiter vt contra A.B.,' or 'vt in actu contra 

A.B.' in the account of the disposition of a case will not always refer back to other defendants 

being prosecuted for the same crime. They may refer back to other persons on the same page or a 

previous page who were dealt with or sentenced in the same way as the person in question and 

whose case will not be included in the records text because it is otherwise unrelated. If so, 

enough information about that case to explain what is meant by 'vt supra,' et al, should be 

summarized in an endnote. Be sure you have photocopied or photographed cases 

summarized in endnotes in this way so that the checker can track down the antecedents of 

these phrases when verifying the information. 
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    Addendum to p 8: Checking and supplying textual notes 

 

 

Keep in mind the need to check and sometimes supply footnotes identifying persons named in 

the Records. Ideally we would identify anyone mentioned by name in the Records but of course 

that is often not possible. Often it's possible to identify a named person by another reference to 

him or her in the same MS or section of a MS. If not, consult with the editor and with John and 

his bibliographic assistants about local histories which might give lists of parish or borough 

officers, of guild members, or of freemen of a town. It is often not necessary to identify by name 

a person referred to only by their office, eg, the mayor or the prior. If an officer of a town or other 

corporate body is referred to in an administrative capacity or purely as a disburser of funds, he or 

she should not be identified. If the wording of the entry makes it clear, however, that the officer 

referred to was involved with a perfomance in some way, eg, that he or she was present in the 

audience, then an identification is needed. 

 

  Addendum to Appendix E: Expansion of "in p'x' " in ecclesiatical court cases 

 

 

After ad comparendum, ad certificandum, or ad interessendum  

 

Expand to ablative (in p{ro}x{imo}) because the action takes place on the next court day 

 

After ad citandum, ad probandum, continuatur, reservata pena, or forms of citatus or 

quesitus 

 

Expand to accusative (in p{ro}x{imum}) because the action takes place by, for, at, or not  until 

the next court day  
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After ad purgandum  

 

Either ablative or accusative is possible depending on the sense: the accused could be being 

ordered to undergo purgation on the next day or by the next court day. Look for clues to the 

notary's usage. 

 

I have occasionally seen ad certificandum followed by a simple accusative, without a 

preposition. I think we should understand ad certificandum proximum diem iuridicum to 

mean ' to certify at the next court day' but I don't think it should influence how we expand the 

idiom with 'in' after ad certificandum 

 

If we use these criteria when checking editors' expansions in their transcriptions of ecclesiastical 

court cases, then we will have less normalising to do when the concordance becomes available. 

 


